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Abstract

Measurements of the peak pressure occurring when a valve at the end of a

pipe passing a flashing flow is slammed shut have been made. Scatter is

considerable. The pressure trace indicates that condensing of tile vapor occurs

at essentially constant pressure at'ter which a single phase liquid water hammer

occurs. A simplified hand calculation and a more elaborate computer

calculation are both shown to bound the data.

For designing pipe supports, the peak pressure can be conservatively

estimated assuming the flow is pure liquid. Before the spike is experienced,

however, a delay, while the pipe is being filled, ensues. What constitutes a

rapid valve closure in this problem, compared to single phase liquid rapid valve

closure, is quite different. To avoid the waterhammer, a much slower stroking

of the valve is needed.



List of symbols

C Velocity of sound

L Length

P Pressure

t Time

transit Transit time of a pressure wave

tri11 Filling time for the pipe

V Velocity

c_ Void fraction

p Density of liquid
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Introduction

The line leading to a pressure relief valve may, when passing hot v,'ater.

experience flashing. When the valve slams shut, a waterhammer of

unacceptable magnitude may occur. This paper reports a body of data and a

simple theory suitable for evaluating the transient forces experienced when the

valve at the end of a pipe passing a flashing flow slams shut.

We shall start by describing the apparatus in which the measurements

were made then proceed to present a typical run along with all the data. We

shall then describe both a simplified theory suitable for hand calculation and

then a more complete theory, which entails the use of a computer to work out.

Experimental Apparatus

A schematic of the apparatus in which the experiments these experiments

were performed is shown in Fig-are I. A tank, containing a steam sparger for

,_ temperature control, is shown at the left. The water which partialiy filled this

tank was heated to the chosen temperature which was somewhere between 212"F

(100°C) and 240"F (115.5"C). The tmtk was then pressurized to 10 psig (170

kPa).

_ The pipe leading from the tank at the right is full of relatively cold
li

i! (below 212°F )(100*C) water. To initiate a run valve one was opened. The

_: recorder was turned on, and valve two was opened. (The void measurement

section and valves three and four were not in place unless a void measurement

run was being made.)

!
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Figure i Schematic of the test apparatus showing the void measuring section

in piace. For the pressure-time readings that section was not there.

Different lengths were accon.xrnodated by changing the lengths of

the straight sections of pipe.



Hot water entered the pipe and flowed long enough to take the system up

to a temperature close to the local saturation temperature. As the hot water

flowed down, it flashed and a homogeneous looking two phase tiow was

discharged into a drain. To make a reading, valve two was slammed shut and a

pressure spike was observed and recorded a moment later. Valve closing time

measurements are given in Appendix A.

This procedure was repeated for the 8', 24', and a0' pipes. The 8' pipe

gave consistently low readings apparently because the valve closing time ,.,.as

comparable to the transit time of the pressure wave in the pipe. It will not be

referred to again. The 24' and 40' pipes gave very similar results.

Experimental Results

A sample of the pressure-time trace obtained from the pressure

transducer just upstream of valve two (Figure 1) is shown on Figure 2. Several

observations should be made concerning this trace as it is typical of many taken.

When the valve is slammed shut there is a delay before the first spike

shown on Figure 2 occurs: This is apparently the time it takes the pipe to fill

with liquid as the bubbles present from the flashing, are condensed. This spike

occurs and then there is a delay while the pressure wave (first pressure then

rarefaction) makes the round tn.p in the pipe. The rarefaction wave tra,0els

much more slowly than the pressure wave, see Reference (2), so that most of

the time elapsed between the two spikes is the time it takes the rarefaction wave

to transverse the whole length of the test section. The pressure wave can travel

n_aia
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Figure 2 Pressure time trace for the 40' pipe section, an initial temperature

of 224°F and tank pressure of 10 psig.



at 4000/ft sec. (1200 m/s) while the rarefaction wave can be as sl.ow as 4 ft/sec

_1.3 m/s), depending on the void fraction.

Also evident on Figure (2) is a gradual increase in pressure after the

initial pressure spike. I_nitially, the rarefaction wave drops the pressure down to

a value below the saturation pressure. Vapor forms, however, so the pressure

gradually increases to saturation. Subsequent pressure spikes are always much

lower while the period between them decreases as the amount of vapor formed

in the pipe decreases.

The peak pressure was picked off a trace much like this and a composite

of ali the data, except that taken in the 8 foot (2.4 m) pipe, is shown. The large

scatter is evident. The calculations will be described in the next section.

There were void measurements taken which are described in Appendix B.

For these a pair of ball valves shown at the end of the test section in Figure 1

were used to quickly isolate a section ef pipe. This void information is needed

in accounting for the discrepancies between the theory, and the experiment.

Analytical Results

A variety of models can be developed which help us to understand what

these experiments mean. The simplest, in this case, also mms out to give the

best answer. Let us start this section by describing this model which we have

entitled the consolidated void model.



When the hot liquid enters the discharge pipe, there is a pressure drop at

the contraction into the pipe in addition to the friction pressure drop all along

the pipe. This leads to flashing as soon as the local pressure drops below the

saturation pressure corresponding to the temperature of the water in the tank.

This void distribution need not be calculated in order to use the model. The

consolidated void model takes all this void and assumes it is ali at the discharge

end of the pipe at the saturation pressure corresponding to the water

temperature for the water in the tank.

With the tank pressure held constant, it is not difficult to calculate the

fully developed, single phase, hot liquid velocity, V, due to the steady pressure

difference acting across a pipe fuU of liquid between the inlet valve and the exit

and the tank. This velocity is substituted into the weil-known Joukowski

relation, (assuming that the final velocity is equal to zero) equation 1, which

yields the resulting pressure rise equation (1).

APrise = pC(AV) (1)

In equation l, 9 is the liquid density and C is the velocity of a pressure wave in

the pipe. This procedure gives a useful, generally conservative, prediction of

the peak pressure as shown by the two lines on Figure 3. It is clear too that the

answer calculated assuming the valve is slammed shut on cold water flowing

with the total pressure difference across it is conservatively estimated by this

model.

ill|lilt
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Figure 3 Composite plot for the peak pressure for the 24 and 40 ft (7.3 and

12 m) sections of pipe. The theory lines are described in the text.
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In fact the spike in pressure is just the kind of spike one would expect for

a single phase flow. Its amplitude approaches that of a single phase Liquid being

stopped while its duration is equal to that needed to remove the momentum

from a column of liquid equal to the pipe length. There is a difference

however.

Before we can get a spike of this amplitude, the vapor in the pipe must be

condensed. This takes time, however, because the pipe has to be filled with

liquid before we ._oeta sinale., phase water hammer. There is, therefore, a delay

equal to the time it takes to fill the pipe before the spike occurs.

The duration of the spike is determined from the following equation. For

a pure liquid system

2L
At transit = _ (2)

The time it takes to fill the pipe, on the other hand is

czL
At fili = _ (3)

As C is of the order of 4000 ft/sec (1200 m/s) for liquid, the void fraction in a

pipe is about 0.2 and V is of the order of 10 ft/sec (3 m/s) in our experiments,

then it can easily be shown

At fill >> At transit (4)
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For the 40 ft pipe At fill is about 0.8 sec while At transit is about 0.01 sec.

This means that if one is to control the magnitude of the waterhammer

experienced by the pipe by modulating the stroking time of the valve at the end,

the fill time for the pipe must be considered.

An additional attempt to predict the magnitude of the pressure spike was

made using the RELAP 5 code (3). The code turned out to be both difficult to

use and expensive for this problem. This is because the time steps had to be

very small in order to calculate the wave propagation speed fo, both the single

phase liquid and the two phase mixture adequately. This code can be used,

however, to calculate far more complex problems than can be done by hand.

The details of the RELAP5 calculation are included in reference (1). The

results of the RELAP5 calculation and the region of the data are shown on

Figure 4.

Discussion

A number of observations should be made about these experiments. The

first concerns the scatter.

Void measurements reported in Appendix C show there is considerable

scatter in the void fraction for the same nominal conditions. The inability to

reproduce the void from run to nm is, we believe, the underlying cause of the
: scatter reflected in the pressure data shown on Figure 3. The velocity of a

pressure wave in a two phase mixture is very sensitive to the void fraction,

decreasing by a factor of thirty when going from zero void to 50% at these
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Figure 4 Comparison of the RELAP5 calculations for the 24 and 40 ft (7.3

and 12 rh) pipes with the data of Figure 3.
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pressures so unless the void fraction is reproducible, it is unlikely that the

pressure spikes would be.

Flashing flows are notoriously difficult to control or reproduce. In spite

of this, the consolidated bubble theory presented here provides a simple

generally conservative way to estimate the peak pressures observed in these

experiments. With a modest factor of safety, the calculated pressures can be

used to size piping system support_ or select a suitable valve closing time.

Both the RELAP5 calculation and the simple theory show that the

maximum pressure observed in the spike is close to the maximum pressure

observed. If hot, non-flashing water flowing in the pipe is stopped suddenly.

The principal difference between the two phase and single phase systems is the

delay between when the vane is closed and when the pressure spike is observed

in the two phase system. Until all the void in the pipe is completely condensed,

the pressure spike will be almost imperceptible. This delay must be considered

when selecting a stroking time for closing a valve without a waterhammer.

Conclusions

1) The peak pressure experienced when a valve is closed at the exit of a pipe

passing a flashing two phase mixture can be estimated with a simple theory.

The peak calculated assuming that the fluid is a non-flashing single phase liquid

is a conservative estimate.

2) The duration of the spike is cha._ctefistic of a single phase liquid system.
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3) The spike does not appear until the void in the pipe is ali condensed. I-his

delay, characteristic of ar,.d peculiar to a two phase system, is important ,,,,hen

selecting a stroking time for closing a relief valve. [f the time selected is too

short, severe waterhammer could result.
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Appendix A

Valve Closing Time

A plot of mass flow rate versus valve position is shown in Figure Al. It

is clear that the valve is effectively closed when it has closed 60 °. Figure A2

shows the tracing of an oscilloscope trace which captures the valve closing

transient. The voltage on this trace is proportional to valve position. By

comparing figures A1 and A2 it is clear the valve goes from effectively fully

open to effectively fully closed in about 40 ms.

Comparing the period between the spikes on Figure 3, approximately 1,

second and time for valve closure of 0.04 sec interval, it is clear that the valve

closes fast enough so that closure time is not a variable in this problem.

Appendix B

Void Measurements

Void measurements were made at the exit of the test section as shown in

Figure 1 to see if the exit void for these flashing flows was what would be

expected for flows experiencing this driving pressure and with these enthalpies.

It was found the departures from thermal equilibrium were considerable though

the effect on the calculated pressure spike is negligible. The low void does

impact the fill time however.
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Fi2ure A1 Plot of mass flow rate through the ball valve versus the voltage

measured across a potentiometer on the ball valve. The flow was

provided by a constant lead tank.
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Figure B1 shows the void data and the void calculated assuming that

thermal equilibrium exists for both the homogeneous and slip models. The slip

ratio, Vg/Vr was chosen to be 6.3 as suggested in reference 4 for atmospheric

pressure steam and water. The scatter is characteristic of the uncertain

nucleation found in flashing flows such as this.

The possibility of choking at the exit must be considered. However, with

a driving., pressure of 10 psi,,_ and a lon__ pipe, it is unlikelv, that chokina..

occurred. (Reference 2)
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Figure B-1 Comparison of measured and calculated exit void fractions for the

24 ft (7.3m) pipe.
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